Exam revision tips
How to revise before the exams
Exam preparation starts at day one of semester. But don’t panic if you haven’t
started yet, it’s never too late! What you have to think about is what MUST be
studied, what SHOULD be studied and what CAN be ditched, especially if you are
running out of time (see the flyer Clues on catching up). But if you are reading this
pamphlet, then you are well on the way to being proactive and taking effective
steps towards exam success .

Revision essentials
¸ Get organised. Get all your material together and organise your study s pace.
¸ Find out about your preferred learning style and match your study techniques
to suit this (see the next section on Explore your learning and temperament
styles).
¸ Start reviewing early: daily reviews, weekly reviews and major reviews.
¸ Use active learning techniques for revision (see the Active learning flyer).
¸ Keep a record of all the exam hints that lecturers and tutors give through the
semester, especially towards the end of semester. Never miss lectures at this
stage!
¸ Create and plan a revision topic li st and s tudy schedule (work backwards).
¸ Know where you stand! Find out what your cumulative marks are so far and
how many marks you need to jus t pass the exam or get that H1, and any hurdle
requireme nts .
¸ Learn about the exam type, length and format. For example, exams can
consist of any combination of the following formats: essay exams, multiple
choi ce questions, open book exams, s hort answer questions, problem-solving
questions, take-home exams, practical exams, oral exams and so on.
¸ Obtain previous exam papers early in the semester so you can do relevant exam
questions and obtain feedback from lecturers and tutors during the semes ter.
¸ Form study groups early in the semester and meet weekly to discuss questions
and topics . Make sure you go for that coffee and socialising as a reward after
you have been doing some serious study!
¸ Maintain a balance of mind, body and s pirit. Eat well, and eat healthy foods.
Continue to exercis e as it has been shown to improve memory and reduce
stress. Take time to relax and visualise success !
¸ Enlist support from friends & family. Accept all those dinner invitations or food
drops from family and friends to save you time and energy. Remember you can
always reciprocate after exams!

¸ Study difficult subjects when you are at your peak concentration and study
subj ects you dis like most first.
¸ Use course outlines to revise objectives, lis t of topics and brief content
des criptions.
¸ Use the SQ4R (Survey, Question, Read, Review, Recite, Recall) method.
¸ Prioritise! It’s better to know a few topics well than to know bits and pieces.
¸ As the exam gets closer find out about the location, time and transport.
¸ Do past exam papers under mock exam conditions. Have an exam party with
your friends!

Explore your learning and temperament styles
We all learn and process information differently. There is no one way to study. It’s
best to find out what your learning style preferences are and use appropriate
study techniques. You can find out more on learning styles and do an onli ne test
respectively at:
Learning Styles
http://www.ts d.j cu.edu.au/nets hare/learn/lea rni ngst/i ndex.html
Index of Learning Styles Questionnaire
http://www2.ncsu.edu/unity/lockers /users /f/felde r/public/ILSdir/il s web.html
Think about how you learn (or remember) things
Do you see them (visual)?
Do you hear/talk about them (verbal/auditory)?
Do you do them (active)?
Do you think about them (reflective)?
Do you learn creatively (intuitive)?
Do you like facts and concrete examples (sensing)?
Do you learn in detail and stepwise (sequential)?
Do you li ke the big picture first (global)?

A few study and revision tips for different learning styles
Visual learners remember visual details and prefer to see what is being learnt .
Study by using concept maps, creating diagrams and colour-coding. Visual memory
is s trongest in 3-D so spend s ome time constructing your own mental images of
concepts .
Verbal learners enjoy oral discussion and can study by talking aloud or discussing
material in study groups. You can also record your summaries onto tape and listen
to these. Mnemoni cs based on songs may also sui t you. You can also revise by
explaining concepts aloud to interested people or even your friends or relatives.

Active learners likes to be actively engaged with the material. You can take
notes and tap a rhythm to remember information. You can work with models or
create tasks for yourself such as puzzles and fill-in sheets.
Reflective learners learn best when time is allocated for thinking about and
digesting new information. You can stop and periodically review new work, write
summaries and think of possible ques tions about new information. Put aside time
to consider your ideas about the concepts you are learning. Spend some effort on
creating your own overviews of topi cs.
Sensing learners like learning facts and solving problems by well established
methods. You are generally careful, practical and patient and like new knowledge
to have some connection to the real world, so link information to the real world.
You can also revise by substituting different examples in your old tutorial scenarios
or problems, and working out what the application of the theory would mean.
Intuitive learners prefer discovering new relationships and can be innovative in
their approaches to problem-solving. You tend to work faster and dislike repetition
and work which involves a lot of memorisation and routine calculations . You can
revise by creating your own tables, s ummaries and practice questions.

Exam revision tips
(The secrets of exam success)

Sequential learners like to start from the beginning and prefer to know the
detailed facts first and then build on these. You can go through a problem
methodically, step-by-step. Try some other revision techniques such as fill-in sheets,
or error-analysis of where your problem-solving took a wrong turn.
Global learners prefer to see the big picture first before learning the detail. You
may benefit from using concept maps, diagrams and flow charts. Make connections
between lectures, texts, tutorials and pracs.

Use review tools that sui t you, such as study checklis ts, mind map summary sheets,
flash cards or catalogue cards with s ummaries on them in alphabetical order, user
friendly notes and don’t forget those old exam papers!
Seek help early if you need it from your tutors, lecturers, demonstrators, faculty
office, student support services such as the Learning Skills Uni t, Disability Liaison
Uni t, Couns elling, CCS & ESL, Sports Centre, Student Health, Chaplaincy.
Good Luck!
See other flyers in the LSU ‘Secrets of exam success’ series:
Exam day tips; Multiple choice exams; Open book exams;
Problem-solving exams; Take-home exams;
Stress Management
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